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Different levels of influence
The Constructor University BSc in Integrated Social and Cognitive Psychology adopts a holistic
approach to comprehend human behavior, acknowledging the intricate interplay of factors
shaping our actions and thoughts. This interplay encompasses biological, psychological, and
socio-cultural elements that interact in intricate ways.

Our program is designed to equip students with the tools to analyze, model, and ultimately
influence these multi-level interactions. Through a thorough exploration of the relationships
among individuals, social groups, and cultures, students gain insight into how various levels of
influence contribute to the development of human behavior.

This multi-level perspective offers a unique and insightful approach to psychology, allowing
students to cultivate a comprehensive understanding of human behavior and its influencing
factors. Upon completion of the program, students will possess the skills and knowledge required
to make a meaningful impact in their chosen field.

Key facts

Place: Contructor University, Bremen, Germany
Tuition: 20.000€ per academic year (two semesters) +8.500€ on-campus room and board (single
room, shared bathroom, full meal plan)
Fall intake 2024: Apply by June 1 (global) and July 15 (for applicants who do not need a visa). Start
last week of August (orientation week), first week of September (classes)
Scholarships: All students are considered for an academic achievement scholarship based on
their school grade point average (GPA). EU students are eligible for a minimum guaranteed
scholarship of 4.000€.
Duration: 3 years full-time
Financing options: Each admitted candidate will receive an individual financial package.

Contact

Consultant
Phone: 0421 200 4200
E-Mail: study@constructor.
university 
Or use the contact form >

Website >

Career

Career perspectives

The BSc in Integrated Social and Cognitive Psychology at Constructor University paves the way for
a dynamic professional career and establishes a solid foundation for an academic journey,
particularly in an international context. Graduates emerge as strong candidates for entry-level
positions in various fields requiring skills in analyzing, designing, or enhancing human
interaction, presentation, and communication. Career opportunities span diverse sectors such as
advertising, counseling, diversity management, health promotion, human resource management,
intercultural relations, management consulting, market research, media, as well as applied
research in companies, public institutions, and non-governmental organizations.

Additionally, the program prepares students for international specialized Master's programs in
psychology and related fields, as well as integrated, research-focused Master-PhD programs.

It's essential to note that psychology practice requirements vary by country and often by state.
Individuals should check the specific requirements of the country or state they intend to practice
in. A degree in ISCP qualifies graduates for entry into many accredited M.Sc. programs in the U.
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S., the UK, and other countries, meeting prerequisites for licensure in those regions. For detailed
information, applicants are advised to refer to the respective university websites. Given its
interdisciplinary focus, a degree in ISCP may not guarantee admission to general Master's
programs in Psychology or Psychotherapy at German universities and does not specifically
prepare for licensure as a Psychotherapist in Germany. For further details, please consult the
website of the German Society of Psychology DGPs (available in German only).

Application

Undergraduate application information

Hereyou can find out about deadlines, the application process and requirements to apply for your
Bachelor's program at Constructor University.

Financing

Investing in education is a significant commitment to your future, and at Constructor University,
we are dedicated to transforming it into an affordable reality for students worldwide. To achieve
this, we provide personalized financing options tailored to help cover tuition fees. These
packages may include various forms of financial assistance, such as scholarships, grants, and
tuition deferrals. The deferred tuition fees are only repaid once you have successfully entered the
job market, allowing you to concentrate fully on your studies without immediate financial burden.
We firmly believe that a Constructor University education serves as an ideal foundation for your
future career, and we are delighted to invest in your success.
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